
 

 
The American Ethiopian Public Affairs Committee (AEPAC)1 is pleased to publicly 

endorse the following candidates running for US House of Representatives during the 
midterm election of 2022: 

• For their dedication in advancing the common interest of the people of the United States and 
Ethiopia. 

• For their commitment to promote US/Ethiopian Relations. 
• For their friendship and support to the Ethiopian American community. 

 
AEPAC Objectives … 

• To strengthen and expand the more than a century old strong relationship between the United 
States and Ethiopia for the mutual benefit, prosperity and security of both countries,   

• To mobilize Ethiopian Americans and American friends of Ethiopia to vote, donate and run for 
elective offices in the United States. 

• To help preserve and protect the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Ethiopia  

AEPAC Election Pledge in 2022 …  
In collaboration with its members, supporters, partners and stakeholders AEPAC has put in place 
a strategy to mobilize and fully engage Ethiopian Americans and American friends of Ethiopia to 
achieve the following goals during the midterm election campaign of 2022.  

• Mobilize and fully engage Ethiopian Americans and American supporters of Ethiopia so 
that they cast their votes electing candidates who are willing to help in reversing the 
unwarranted pressure and sanctions imposed on Ethiopia during the tenure of the current 
117th US Congress,  

• Conduct election campaign in support of pro US/Ethiopia members of Congress so that 
they will be reelect to the 118th US Congress in 2022, help strengthen the Ethiopian 
American Caucus in the House of Representatives that will closely work with members 
of the US Congress whose positions on important legislative matters align with the 
mutual interests of both countries;  

• Help elect new members of Congress who will work with AEPAC and other Ethiopian 
organizations in the United States in order to promote US/Ethiopia relations,   

• Establish a dynamic network and campaign structure throughout all targeted states and 
districts in order to help mobilize, engage and execute AEPAC 2022 midterm election 
strategic plan.  

Thank you for supporting AEPAC! 
 

 
1 AEPAC is the first Ethiopian American political action committee (PAC) which was established in March 2021. AEPAC is 
registered and operating under the laws and regulations of the Federal Election Commission (FEC) and it is a non-partisan 
organization working with all political parties, groups and individuals that support its mission 



 
 

     
 

 
 

 
(Photon Source: Ballotpedia) 
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